The flexible, adaptive,
intuitive EMR solution
BOSSnet is a comprehensive clinical information system which
provides an innovative, flexible and powerful EMR solution.
It is a customisable, intuitive and adaptive EMR which makes
daily clinical practice easier by enabling greater speed and
quality in capturing and distributing health information.

Key Features of BOSSnet EMR Solution
The BOSSnet software suite delivers operationally smart IT solutions and is a powerful tool
to assist hospital staff to improve patient outcomes.

COMPLETE EMR

BOSSnet is customisable to allow
flexible, affordable implementation
as a standalone EMR solution or
an integrated application.

FAST & ACCURATE

MODULAR

To allow hospitals to customise their
deployment strategy to suit budget and
hospital health information needs.

USER FUNCTIONALITY

Provides clinicians with comprehensive
patient health information for
faster, accurate diagnosis leading
to better patient outcomes.

Intuitive and clever suite, loaded
with inbuilt and user generated
functionality to maximise data capture,
interoperability and usability.

INTEGRATES

AFFORDABLE

WEB BASED / MOBILE

24/7 SUPPORT

Integrates with legacy information
systems or can be developed as a
comprehensive EMR solution.

BOSSnet is a web based application that
is intuitive, user friendly and can be used
anywhere, desktop, tablet or mobile.

Cost effective and affordable solutions
mean that you can start your journey
towards an enterprise EMR solution today.

Accessible, responsive, ongoing support
and comprehensive training.

Our clients
BOSSnet is a proven system in over 100 Australian hospitals.
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Technology that puts you in control
BOSSnet and its associated applications have been widely accepted within Australia.
The BOSSnet software suite is customisable and is easily adapted to suit your hospital
or health service, putting you in control of your health information management needs.

Popular BOSSnet Modules
As BOSSnet is fully flexible and adaptable, these and other modules can be used
as standalone applications or part of a complete EMR solution.

BOSSnet SCANNING

BOSSnet eFORMS

BOSSnet ORDERS

Digitising paper records
through a complete system of
scanning tools and processes,
unique to medical record

Increase electronic documentation
with easy customer generated
eForms or for more advanced
functionality the BOSSnet Dynamic

Comprehensive toolkit for
investigation and consultation
ordering with inbuilt logic and
intelligence to streamline

BOSSnet RESULTS

BOSSnet IMAGING

BOSSnet ALERTS

Electronic delivery and
viewing of patient radiology
results and images.

Central repository for all clinically
relevant and patient specific alerts.

BOSSnet MEDICATIONS

BOSSnet MESSAGING

BOSSnet MOBILE APP

Rapidly access current
and historical patient
medications across inpatient
administration, discharge

Messaging tool for electronic data
exchange and patient management
interface with external source.

Access patient information
via mobile application
across all products.

Enables clinicians to view
all patient results (from all
linked third party applications)
within the single module.

Contact us on +61 8 8332 9600
to discuss your hospital health information management needs or for a
comprehensive demonstration of the powerful BOSSnet software suite.
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